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I tried installing this pack with The Sims 3 Seasons and The Sims 3
Generations. I got errors like this: The Sims 3 CSBin file 'C:\e\My

Documents\The Sims 3\The Sims 3 Seasons\runtimedownload.exe' is
missing. Hey guys, I have Sims2EP9.exe ready, but cannot apply the
patch as the mods from this site is missing. I have copied and pasted
the link from my post above and in the middle of the page there is a
link for [Download folder]. Have I got the file to the right place? Hey
everyone, it worked! A big thanks to Kasztyn! Its not a perfect fix,
but it does work. I wanted to add that I found out that adding the

patch to my desktop is still a bad idea. Windows crashes when you
try to load it. An easy fix would be to uninstall your game and then

reinstall it while running the 4gb patch. If you are in the same
situation as me and need help with that go ahead and ask. Thank

you everyone for the help! Okay so I might as well post this on here,
it got way too big in my first post. This is the full patch that should
fix it. This file was extracted out of the 4gb patch package above.
Look at the bottom for options. I already tried running it with max

memory and open games. It doesent make a difference if you
manually set the memory limits to 3.0G or 4.0G. It still wont load the

game. I am new here, so if this is not the right place to post this
question, please let me know where to post this. I have The Sims 2

and my girlfriend bought me the Ultimate Collection. It worked great
with the Sims 2 base game. But when it came to the expansion

packs, I tried to get all the expansions and they all say, there is no
base game. I do not have the ORIGIN software and I have already
tried removing and reinstalling the game. I want to know how to

start the game because I have tried to search for it but no one wants
to help. Please let me know if you are willing to help me.
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